
How to Scratch Building A Basic
Wooden Shack

Hello! And welcome to this simple wooden shack scratch building tutorial. The intent
of this tutorial is to show you some of the basic techniques I use in almost all of my
scale model buildings.

Once you have a good handle on these basics, you will be able to make far more
intricate and complicated scale model buildings of your own, regardless of what end-
use you put them to.

I’ve used this particular model design on a war game table, as part of a desktop role
play set-up, and once for a model rail road layout, with very little difference between
them.  Just use your imagination with the details and away you go!

Getting Started
First of all, round up everything you will need for the entire model at the beginning,
just makes things easier.

Materials
• Foam Card
• Cardboard Sheets (I use a cereal box)
• Balsa wood 3mm or 5mm thick – For Walls, Doors, Frames, etc.
• Paint
• Black undercoat
• Brown/Black for Wood beams
• Tan for highlighting the brown
• Slate Blue/Grey for the Roof
• White – for additional highlights

Tools

• Utility Knife/Scalpel
• Steel Ruler
• Cutting  Board  (or  other  surface

suitable for cutting on)
• Elmer’s  Glue  (PVA or  white  glue

suitable for card and wood)
• Paint Brushes
• 2″ for base coats (and dry brushing)
• Finer one for the Walls / Windows



Building Steps

1. Collect Materials

Collect  all  of  the  materials  and  tools  you  will  need  and  make  sure  you  have
everything. Make sure you have a work table or some other flat surface suitable for
this project.

2. Measure & Draw The Building

Measure out the dimensions of the house walls onto the foam board.

For this example, I am building a 1 story shack
suitable for a gold miners shack on a gold rush
diorama, or as part  of  a Wild West town,  or
even just a simple woodcutters house in the
woods.

You can change the intended use of a model
like  this  through  the  additional  details,  paint
work,  and  accessories  added  around  the
model or to the base.

You can use a template for this step, or just
measure by hand.

• Templates are a good idea if you plan to make more than one of these – either
to practice with, or because you want several to use.

Draw out your shape for the roof on the card sheet (remember that when measuring
out the roof to leave some extra to account for the wood we will be attaching to the
building frame, so add 5-10mm at each edge):

3. Cut-Out The Template

Using your steel ruler and sharp Utility Knife cut around the building template.



Cut around the OUTSIDE shape of your roof (you will fold the centre line, not cut it
out).

4. Glue The Walls Together

The non peaked front & back sides are glued inside the peaked sides, flush at the
corners.

This is so that the peak slopes will end smoothly at the wall joins – if you glue them
with the peak inside the front and back you will get a gap when you put the roof on.

Tips – to help ensure your house dries flush and square you can:



• Pin the sides using regular sewing pins
• Add floors / corner pieces to help maintain the square shape:
• Cut out one or two square sections that fit between the glued walls and use

them to provide a stable square shape.
• You can use triangle shapes in opposite corners too – two by the base and two

where the front and back meet the peaks sides, on opposite corners to the
base.

5. Prepare the Wood

While the glue is drying on the house, we will prepare the balsa wood.

I tend to start by cutting my balsa wood sheets into manageable lengths, somewhere
between 12 and 18 inches, depending on the size of the building i am working on.

Then I mark out and cut the sheet into 5-6mm wide strips.

Taking a sharp craft knife or scalpel, i shave little pieces off both edges of one side of
the strip. I tend to leave some untrimmed for door frames and the like.

Instead of this:



I want something like this:

When we come to paint the building, these edges will be highlighted to add detail and
depth to our building. These ridges only want to be small and irregular, for best effect.
More on painting later.

If you prefer, you can leave the wood un-shaved, and this will give more of a natural
or rural look when finished.

For the wooden shack our walls will be entirely made of wood – so we are basically
going to cut the strips of wood to fit along all four sides of the template.

Next, we need to add a door frame and a window frame.

Door Frame

I generally like my doors to be 3 or 4 strips wide.

So,  on  this  model,  the  door  is  going  to  be
approximately 30mm tall and 20mm wide, with
a wooden frame around it. The easiest way I
know  to  get  the  door  frame  on  in  the  right
place is to glue a couple of strips of your walls
in place first,  then building the frame against
those planks.

Since we are using 5mm wide strips, you could
also  measure  10mm  (1cm)  and  work  from
there.

Remember  that  your  uprights  are  gong  to
measure  30mm,  and  your  top  crossbar  is
going to measure 30mm also – this is so that
the cross bar goes over both uprights.

As you get more advanced you can start experimenting on the doors – using thinner
planks of wood, making panelled doors, adding hinges and door handles, and so on.



Window Frame

If you don’t mind the ‘fiddliness’ of doing so, you can build a wooden
window frame.
Match sticks can work well for this, simply cut one to the height of
the window frame and glue it directly down the middle.

Then cut one for the horizontal bar, and cut it so it fits in on either
side of the vertical bar

Walls

Once the door and window frames are glued in place, you can start
planking around the rest of the walls.

When you are dealing with the corners, the best result is to make
the planks flush with the board already glued on, rather than with
the corner of the foam board.

Trim any edges, especially along the peak. If  these aren’t too big you can simply
sand them down.

6. Building The Roof

Go back to your cardboard roof, which currently should be a rectangular strip of card.

Find the half way point and draw a line across.

Fold the card along the line.

This should sit nicely on your house, and cover the entire peak from side-to-side and
right down to the front and back walls. This includes enough overhang to cover the
wood we just applied for the walls, especially important on the sides. The front and
back can be compensated by making the tiles overhang.

Tiling:

You will  be cutting out  individual  tiles approximately
10mm x 10mm. Depending on the look you want for
your  shack you can do this out  of  either  cardboard
sheets, or thin 1mm balsa wood strips.

Then, starting from the bottom edge of the roof card,
you will attach them in rows, with each successive row
just overlapping the one below it.

You’ll need to stagger each row so that the tiles lay
evenly over the gap between tiles in the row beneath.

You will end up either cutting half tiles to use along the
edges, or simply attach full tiles and trim them after.

You can make this process a little less fiddly and 
speed it up by cutting 12mm wide strips as long as 
your roof is wide.

Then, instead of cutting single tiles, you can cut the tiles leaving just a little bit of the
card/wood still attached at the top.

Now you only have to deal with gluing strips down instead of individual tiles, but this
does tend to make the roof look a little more uniform.



Remember to stagger the tiles width in between rows to give a more natural result.

You will need to build rows all the way to the top of each side of the roof.

To cover the peak you can take a strip of card approximately 20mm – 25mm thick
and fold it in half over the peak. If using the balsa wood you will need two strips that
meet at the peak.

As you get more advanced you can build tiles peaks, but that goes beyond what I am
trying to teach you in this tutorial.

At this point, if you have been building along with the steps above, you have a fully
built wooden shack! Congratulations! Hopefully it looks something like this:

Building Options

Now  that  you  know  what’s  involved  in  the  basic  building,  you  can  consider
personalizing it, or making it more suitable for a particular purpose.

For a gold miners shack you might want to add a porch, or lean-to for tools, maybes
a stove pipe sticking out of the roof.

If your shack is going to be in a Wild West town setting you might add a horse bar out
front.

For a woodcutters hut, you may want to make the roofing out of thatch or turf instead
of tiles.

You can add shutters to the window, or a brick chimney on one end…

The details you want to add are entirely up to you and should help make the model
more suitable for whatever purpose you are making it for.
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